Adda with Anwar

My Bangladeshi friends tell me there is no direct English translation for adda.
„Chatting‟ is usually inserted as a rough in-text gloss, with no poetry about it. The
Oxford Dictionary emphasises the word‟s Indian usage when it refers to adda as
an “informal conversation among a group of people,” a place “where people
gather for conversation,” sometimes for “illicit drinking,” as well as “a junction for
public transport”1* none of which describe adda as I‟ve experienced it in over the
border in Bangladesh. The Hindi origin of adda, meaning a “perch for tame birds”,
comes closer, with its evocation of grave or jubilant chatter that‟s sometimes
haphazard, sometimes rhythmic; usually only comprehensible to those involved.
Adda also happens to be the name of a river in northern Italy2, a fact that aligns to
my own idea of adda as a long snaking line of conversation, winding for hours
around everything and nothing. Once I called Bangladesh my temporary home
and although I‟m currently in Australia, for about five years I‟ve been making adda
with my friend Anwar in Bangladesh via social media messaging. No doubt he‟d
object to me aligning our disjointed online dialogue with adda, especially since it‟s
only once occurred in person, through speech and over cups of cha3*but even
Anwar might admit that, through our exchange, we‟ve created a perplexing
hybrid.4

[1 . http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/adda]
[2.http://www.websters-onlinedictionary.org/definitions/ADDA]
[3. Tea]
[4. This essay is based on records of our online chat over a
period of eight months. More lyric interpretation than a
transcript, our parts are demarcated by formatting. My part is
in plain font; Anwar‟s is italicised.]

Today I asked Anwar if I could make a confession.

At first I wrote I thought we‟d met one night at Dhaka University5
but I knew we never had.
(I did not confess it all: that for me, adda with Anwar
was a way to connect to a Bangladesh I had lost,
a land of memory to love from a distance.
Better a country than a person.)

I don‟t think so, we never met. When you had been to Dhaka?
Over two years and three incarnations.

Forgive my English...I never care though.
I wish I never had to learn a foreign language.
I would had been proud to learn Ohomia, Uria
but those are not taught.
Resentment is political and to some extent valid. 6
Can you read Bangla?
Not now, I‟m afraid. Back then, I was wary of total immersion.
I speak it moderately well but felt the need to clasp English tightly to my throat.
Jibanananda7 has only come to me in translation.

One of the worst childhood dreams I had was of Allah8 questioning me in English.
Though I was understanding him, he was not mine.

The importance of a story is subjective but each one‟s worth an audience.
In Bangladesh I talked with women who never had the chance to speak
and so I asked them bigger questions
louder questions
and offered a quiet space to reply.
Sometimes it‟s the only way to recognise your own voice
amid all the noise surrounding you.

That‟s right they are deprived of it
and have to have the chance of a bigger breath.
But the main problem is you are a tourist here
and know you can‟t know their language.
I hope I listen differently and at a different pitch.

Maybe it‟s not a barrier
at all.
In some ways a barrier,
not all.

I work for a revolution where we don‟t have to be dependent on foreign researchers
to know our own history.
I always feel like an orang-utan whenever someone researches what is mine.

The women I made adda with were content to be listened to
by anyone*even a stranger, even a foreigner.
I took my lead from them.

Hmm...that‟s called the marginalised paying tribute
to a more powerful one
to escape the immediate boss!
I never believe that am thinking something new
but somehow
we all are pushing the frontier of thought farther.

Research at least seems deliberately limited.
Those controlling it want you to advance so far but not beyond!
Radical thinkers remain adrift and the radicals within us, asleep.
“I am moved by everybody I know,” said one of my favourite Latin authors.
This I took as a guideline: let everybody impress me if they can.
I never suffer reading in English but chatting is like crossing mountains.
I am already afraid
I can't express myself properly in anything other than my native tongue
Certainly you would misconceive, and that's the natural outcome.
But many great discoveries were made of misconception such as that one of Columbus.
Go forth and have your own America, young Viking! I pray for thee...

[5. The University of Dhaka is the oldest, largest and most prestigious public university in
Bangladesh. During Bangladesh‟s struggle for independence from Pakistan, from the
Language Movement in 1952 to the Liberation War in 1971, the university was a
geographical and spiritual centre, with those belonging to its community playing a key*
often fatal*role. The university grounds retain remnants of this history of nationalism,
rebellion and resistance; many of its students continue to fight for democratic rights and
the liberation of Bangladesh from continuing/contemporary oppression.]

[6. „Bangladesh‟ literally translates to „the land of Bangla (language)‟, in recognition of the
nation‟s struggle for the right to speak its native language over Urdu, which was
proclaimed the national language of Bangladesh (East Pakistan) by Pakistan (West
Pakistan) in 1948. The Bangla Language Movement was political as well as ethnolinguistic, with a large-scale uprising against the Pakistani government occurring at the
University of Dhaka on 21st February 1952. The protestors killed during the demonstration
are considered martyrs and commemorated annually on the Language Movement public
holiday.]
[7. Jibanananda Das is a beloved Bangladeshi poet who revolutionised his milieu by
writing on modern life and themes. Jibanananda died in Kolkata, India, in 1954 after being
hit by a tram; debate continues as to whether his death was an act of suicide.]
[8. Bangladesh‟s religious demographic is made up of approximately ninety per cent
Islam, nine per cent Hindu and one per cent Buddhist and „Other‟ (including non-believing)
groups. ]

Belief in the human ability to communicate across cultures is a statement of faith
that declares there is reason to the randomness of the world; that we live on a
planet able to be unravelled neatly, if not ultimately understood. It‟s beguiling to
think of social media as a new form of anthropology, made up of immediate
interactions that confirm our essential closeness over distance*overlooking the
fact that removed media like Messenger only camouflage barriers that loom over
us in realities other-than-virtual. Putting together a faithful transcript of my adda
with Anwar means abandoning the optimistic, satisfactory conclusions of fiction.
Even with my authority to edit and to apologise, our exchange is troubled by
mutual misunderstandings and linguistic limitations; enculturated modes of
expression and senses of humour, as well as the simultaneous format of our
exchange that allows for constant interruptions and over-lappings. When
considered in the slant of Stuart Hall‟s idea that language is “used to mark out and
maintain identity within and difference between groups”9, I‟m reminded that our
adda came about because of a shared experience of Bangladesh, rather than a
common one.

[9. Hall, S. 1991. „Introduction‟ in Representation: Cultural
Representation and Signifying Practices (ed.) S. Hall,
Sage: London. 3.]

Lately I‟ve been thinking „poet‟ is a deshi concept.

That‟s the spirit!
There are more things in heaven and hell than your thinking can imagine.
The best poets are at most hypocritical
or pretenders, I should say.
I don‟t trust them.
Like the best politicians...or the worst politicians.

No, the best of them are the best people.
Poet is a title your country gave me.

I forgot that I am talking to a poet!
Let me pretend now: not all poets are pretenders, t
here are some schools that are not like others.
Poets here consider how many girls they sleep with a sign of how big a Poet they are.
Of course there are some exceptions
but they all make too much noise.
Well, most of the people I met in Bangladesh wrote poetry
and claimed me as their own.
Not all of them tried to sleep with me:
are the ones who didn't try the fake poets?

Unfortunate one.

Sometimes harmony, understanding and tolerance can‟t be reached;
sometimes provocation and difference remain. Sometimes dialogue is best
interpreted just as it is*an exchange between two people who naturally don‟t
bend with any kind of remover to remove whatever maintains their
distinctiveness. My adda with Anwar affirms this heterogeneity, with both of us
working against the expectation that two strangers from different cultures will
develop an appreciation approaching understanding. Through the multiple odd
experiences we relate, through our united refusal to be drawn together, Anwar
and I conspire, in fact, to misconnect: forming one of the many “cracks” in the
linear trajectory expected of us, one that leads to the realisation of “other
realities.”10

[10. Anzaldúa, G. 1999. Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza,
2nd ed., Aunt Lute Books: San Francisco. 237.]

When I was overwhelmed in Bangladesh
resisting language was more my own way
of keeping my identity alive.
Maybe it was my instinct as a migrant*a privileged one

We are a nation of migrants within our land,11
so you will never understand us.
Anwar, do you know nothing about Australia?

They are aliens, but we are migrants
You talked about your identity
but we are losing it nationally.
Everyone except Aboriginal people
belonging to this country we call Australia are migrants.
Even before Bangalis, your desh
had the Chakma and Marma people.
We all live on borrowed land.

Nobody is wrong or right
so I say somebody is right or wrong
But he/she can‟t be both
because if you are wrong
you might get killed.

In this case I am right, so I don't fear death.

You are from land of West, so it matters little if you are right or wrong.
You can afford to be right or wrong.
Here it matters.
Bangladesh killed me many times.
All the time I spent and the trouble I went through
to be told I am wrong! I do not understand!
I tell you: you do not understand my understanding.

Sure I don‟t, it‟s impossible.
But I understand that you are a poet and are telling the truth.
Last August a mosquito bit me and gave me dengue jor 12
That's a strong signal to stay away from Bangladesh, don't you think?
But I also miss it.

Sorry, Hummel.
Sure I don’t, it’s impossible.
But I understand that you are a poet and are telling the truth.
It’s not for you
I was just apologising to myself.
I have not slept well and can’t translate things in a pordeshi language.
Ekmot
Biroho.

Yea, missing your beloved and waiting for him or her.

Sorry, Hummel.
Sure I don’t, it’s impossible.
But I understand that you are a poet and are telling the truth.
It’s not for you
I was just apologising to myself.
I have not slept well and can’t translate things in a pordeshi language.
Biroho has something to do with nostalgia?

Yea, missing your beloved and waiting for
him or her.

Biroho.

[11. Although Anwar is ethnically Bengali and not
indigenous to Bangladesh, he is most likely referring to
the displacement of the people of Bangladesh due to the
colonial partition of the Empire of India in 1947.]
[12. Dengue fever]

Trying to determine the reason for my adda with Anwar is as simple and as
intricate as asking why any person seeks out another. Despite having mutual
friends, all I could tell of Anwar was that he was a political activist „type‟; all he
knew was that I was the foreign, NGO worker „type‟. Although we were
predisposed to goodwill*or at least, no ill will*these categories influenced our
interaction from the beginning. The fact that Anwar and I continue to make adda
might just be an indication of the persistence of curiosity, intellect and natural
respect over typecasting. What it more definitely implies is that connections
between people, just like the space between their real and projected selves,
“cannot be finalized” but is “always deferred, its end point held over form
utterance to utterance, context to context.”13 Anwar and I engage in a discussion
that does not go beyond certain limits or even towards an ending; a dialogue that
we‟re able to switch off at will, consolidating our misconnection. Even as we
remain enshrined in our differences and in our different locations, adda with
Anwar invents a specialised reality that we both, I suppose, seek to find value in.
This unruly but all-too-real current is simply the way our river, our birdsong,
continues to flow.

[13. Derrida, J. 1982. Margins of Philosophy.
Trans. A. Bass, University of Chicago Press:
Chicago. 9.]

Today a friend asked me when I was visiting Bangladesh next
I told him to travel with me
and see for himself.

“There are thousands of routes to Bengal, but none to escape.”
That was a saying probably a thousand years ago
Though by now it has become a dirty and savage country
Visitors somehow get caught still.
God knows the reason.
What happened to you is irrecoverable
but let others be careful:
don‟t cause such a loss to your friend too.
It is unusual to hear someone on the inside
describe the desh so savagely.

I know it is
But there‟s nothing to hide: people made it like this
Still it is my motherland
and I fight to change its colour.14
I have no right to think the same, even if I wish to.

Yea, you don‟t have the right because you brought malaria here.15
What is missing is missing but you will never understand that.
The divide is not your personal fault.
You hide behind that divide.
The argument wearies me.

Probably it‟s a conspiracy to make you so.
Is any culture, any country, impenetrable to anyone not born in it?
Does Bangladesh have one fixed meaning that can‟t be interpreted by different people?
That endless chorus of “You do not understand”
implies that there is only one answer to the question,
that there is only one answer to be gained.
I never claim to understand Bangladesh as a Bangladeshi,
but I do understand it as me.
No one can correct it or tell me I do not understand my own experience
because that would only be according to them and their own story.
A friend of mine called Gourab told me my writing would not be successful
because I did not understand enough.
But when I tried to explain what I saw
I found he stopped listening.

Gourab issa trash and your experience is important.
But it‟s not universal. It has nothing to do with understanding Bangladesh.
It‟s all about your perspective.
But if how you experience Bangladesh is all about your perspective,
can I claim you don‟t understand it either?

Don‟t know what to tell you.
Recalling a dialogue in Alice in Wonderland:
You only exist in my dream
or something like that.

Maybe it's time you told me something real.

[14. Anwar is outlining the long-standing movement to
realise the ideal of Bangladesh as a secular state based on a
cultural rather than religious identity.]
[15. The malaria epidemic, like cholera and influenza,
caused high mortality rates in Bangladesh during the time of
the British Raj (1858+1947), especially as it coincided with
constant famine in the late 19th century.]

